From Bologna Airport:

Here is the weblink, for routes, fares and timetable from Bologna Airport to Bologna Railway Station:  
http://www.tper.it/content/linea-blq-aeroporto-stazione-centrale

From the train station, you can take a train to Siena, with a change in Firenze. The route is:

Bologna-Firenze (by a high-speed train, "FrecciaRossa") and Firenze Siena (by "Regionale"), but you can buy only one ticket for the whole route.

You can buy the ticket at the train station or on the website of TRENITALIA:  
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en  
(English version)

Bus:  
You can take a bus from Bologna Railway Station to Siena.  
Check these websites:  
https://www.flixbus.it/

From Rome Airport (Fiumicino)

You can take two trains:

- The Leonardo Express to train Station “Roma Termini”, or
- The regional train FL1 to train Station “Tiburtina” (the cheapest one).

Then, from both “Roma Termini” and “Tiburtina”, you can take a train to Siena, with two possible routes:

1. Roma-Firenze (by a high-speed train, "FrecciaRossa") and Firenze-Siena (by "Regionale"), but you can buy only one ticket for the whole route.
2. Roma-Chiusi (by an intercity train) and Firenze-Siena (by "Regionale"), but you can buy only one ticket for the whole route.

You can buy the ticket at the train station or on the website of TRENITALIA:  
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en  
(English version)

Bus:  
From Tiburtina Bus Station you can take a bus directly to Siena (in 2 hours and half)  
Check these websites:  
https://www.flixbus.it/
From Rome Airport (Ciampino):

You can take:
- Underground to train station “Roma Termini” (about 15 minutes)
- Different buses to train stations (look at the English version, clicking on the weblinks https://www.adr.it/pax-cia-autobus)

From the train station, you can follow the directions described for Fiumicino Airport.

Bus:
From Tiburtina Bus Station you can take a bus directly to Siena (in 2 hours and half)
Check these websites:
https://www.flixbus.it/

From Pisa Airport:

You can take the bus to Siena, http://www.pisa-airport.com/index.php?lang=en&id_sect=196, even if they are not always available for all the times.

Otherwise, the airport is located just 1 kilometre from Pisa Central Railway Station, taking a little bus in front of the airport.

From Pisa Central Station you can reach Siena, by a regional train.
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
(English version)

Bus:
From Pisa Bus Station you can take a bus directly to Siena
Check these websites:
https://www.flixbus.it/

From Firenze Airport:

You should take the bus to the bus station of Firenze,

and from there you can take the train at the close train station, towards Siena (a regional train).

Please, note that the train fares change according to the time you buy the tickets, for example, if you buy the tickets now, they are cheaper.

Yet, remember that if you buy the ticket for the high-speed train of 11.am (for example), you cannot change it with a train of another time. So, we suggest you to buy the tickets at the train station when you will arrive in Italy, and, if you wish, to buy on-line tickets for the return.

Don't hesitate to contact us for further information to: egitto.italia.cina@gmail.com